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As we move back into the subject
of Khazars, I must offer my
appreciation to the many who have
poured love and information u on
us. You must understand, a ear
ones, that as we ask participation
and confirmation from Earth-side,
we shall gather more and more
unto the flocks of God. We of the
Command and we of the higher
frequencies have no wish to be
considered as anything other than
wayshowers. Do not bow unto us
as something mystical nor “above”
you. We bow equal1 unto you
who risk in that pfiysical dimension, the pain and traumas of
changing the mind-set of a brainwashed planet.
I should probably tell you what
Dharma says about status and the
“Bird Tribes”-- she says, “Yes,
you tell us we are eagle-and s arrows, doves -. and turkeys-- 8 ut I
know that I am just a parrot and
the rest are pigeons--what you
don’t seem to understand, Hatonn,
is that we are all just ‘chickens’
and the sky is falling, the sky is
falling,
the sky is falling!”
Beloved one--iust get the world
moving propeily a6l 1 shall tend
the sky!
Before going further regarding
historical foundations
stemming
from the Khazars, I must honor
one who has shared Truth through
the very words of a Judean ref;rldi;g Tfiese self-appo$ted, selfZionist Jews
(Khazar
E ry
ite).’ I honor Len Martin who
puts to paper the stories of various
ones fighting against the very
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group they once thought were their
own. This particular quotation is
from the Epilogue of a booklet
written by Len Martin as told to
him by HAVN
SCHIEBER,
HOLY
LAND
BETRAYED.
These men now give their lives to
the undoin of this insanity and
curse whit i has come upon the
World.
QUOTE:
EPILOGUE
ISRAEL rCANNOT
CONTINUE TO EXIST m SHOULD
IT EXIST--for the sake of all Jews
{Judearts). [Hatorm: we are quoting and we use the term Jew because it is used in the work--however, we shall enter the word
Khazar at every appropriate entry.
I also ask that the “Terminology”
list be affixed in the forefront of
Chapter One of this book. You
must be explicit about that which is
projected and received.]
The above statement may seem
Americans
strange
to
those
(Gentile and Jew [Judean]) who
&visPeen
brain-washed by the
controlled
news-media
about the status of Israel.
The reality that Americans,
especially the Jews (Judeans),
MUST realize is this:
After almost 40 years of existence of the State of Israel
(Khazar), it should be abundantly
clear to all open-minded people
that the Marxist/Zionist (Elite) experiment has failed. The result has
been terror, murder, bankruptcy,
rampant inflation--and wars with
no real peace in sight (nor inI. ‘,
-1
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tended).
Israel (Khazar) is an armed
camp whose policies are blatantly
racist, and rightly condemnsyaeF,;
the United Nations.
(Khazar’s) armies of occupation
brutally oppress the people of the
Arab lands, and because of United
States blind su port of Israel
(Khazar), the U.8 has lost credibility and friends in the Middle
East. It has also lost billions of
dollars of business contracts. Add
to this loss, the billions of U.S.
taxpayers’ dollars that have been
poured into Israel@hazar).
There are ten questions that
need serious consideration if there
is to be any hope of peace in the
Middle East, and if America is to
once again be recognized as a
champion of human rights.
1. How long can we demand that
Palestine be a Jewish (Rhazarian)
state when most Jews (Judeans) do
not want to go there and thousands
who emigrated there have already
left or wish to leave?
2. How long can we refer to Israel
(Khazar) as a democracy when or
38 years it has remained a po fice
state without a written constitution?
3. How long can we attack Communism (Socialism Police State)
and Soviet Russia and at the same
an orthodox Marxist
Socialistenterprises)?
4. How long can we cry out ana’
condemn German and other Gentile atrocities while closing our
#7

eyes and even applauding atrocities
by Israel (Khazar) agatnst Semite
Arabs? [Ah ha--finally got it!]
5. How long can we dream of a
permanent existence for a state
called Israel when Israel (Khazar)
cannot survive a single lost battle
and the Arabs can survive thousands?
6. How long can we demand from
h,~;$tuy~rn,,athy and sup ort for
llLp we Jews (Pudeans)
abandoned 2,ooO years a o and in
the same breath ask civifized men
to reject the pleas of recently
routed Palestinians?
7. How long can we continue to
deceive the Western World that Israel (IQtazar)is the only bastion of
anti-Communism in the Middle
East when in reality: (a) Communist Czechoslovakian arms helped
establish Israel (Khazar), (b) Soviet Russia voted for partition of
Palestine and was one of the first
nations to recognize the State, (c)
SovietRussia opened her gates and
the gates of her Communist satellites for emigration of Jews
(Khazars) to Israel (Palestine) and
thus provide much needed military
manpower?
8. How long can we lure innocent
and sentimental Jews (Judeans)
with slo ans of security and a fill
Jewish fJudean) life into the great
atheistic unsecured ghetto called
Israel, where in truth, everyciple of Judaism is violated?
9. How can we claim Zionism
Jewish
(Elitism)“solvedn
the
(Judean) refugee problem by relocation in Israel (Palestine) when,
in fact, it is the re gees who rejected Zionist (KPazarian Elite)
temptations and who now live in
security and prosperity in other
lands and who support their impoverished relatives still trapped in
Israel (Palestine)?
IO. How can we delude ourselves
that Israel (Khazar) can continue
to exist without permanent peace
and accommodationwith the subjugated Palestinians?
Only by sacrificing exclusive
labels like Israel” and “Palestine”
and drawing to ether in a free,
non-sectarian ”If oly Land State”

can both these peoples find life,
liberty and happiness.

planned and orchestrated the whole
maneuver.

It should be obvious to any unbiased
erson (Gentile or Jew
[Judean] P that Israel (Khazar) cannot continue to exist m should it
exist. I say this not only for the
sake of the oppressed Arab people
and for the sake of American Gentiles, but more importantly for the
sake of us Jews (Judeans), for
when enou h Gentile Americans
finally aw af en to the truth about
Marxist Israel (Khazar), all Jews
(Judeans) will suffer.

How many good Americans know
that Pearl Harbor was an intentional massacre of your own people?

Continued occupation of the
Holy Land by Marxist/Zionist Israel (Elite Khazars) will, with certaint , be the germ of wars in the
Mid Ble East and continued political, financial and moral de radation. Further, the danger oB Israel (Khazar) provoking a global
war is too great to be ignored.
Only in the spirit of God and
the founding fathers of this civilization--Moses, Jesus, and Mohammed, can peace and happiness
in the Holy Land be achieved.
--Haviv Schieber-END OF QUOTING.
[Yes, readers, this is the second
time you have seen this. The message & important enough to bear
repeating.]
You can obtain this booklet in
point for $5.00 each from: ProAmerican Press, P.O. Box 41,
Gering, NE 69341.
You next inquire, “Why do ‘they’
continue to use the incorrect identification if ‘they’ are actually
of “Elite”, “Khazars’ ,
speakin
etc.?” % ECAUSE THEY DON’T
KNOW THE HISTORY,
&
E%ot
z
,m,anr,~~d~~:~
that the Jonestown massacre was a
military mass murder operation
involving these very peo le and
that Jim Jones was actual y taken
to Israel (Khazar)? By the way, he
has since been murdered, also-EVERYONE is expendable to this
I gave you a blow by
dragon.
blow scenario of exact1 what happened at Jonestown, e u ana and
yet, it has been publis Ked elsewhere as well and all the surveillance Elite know it, in fact,
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Ah so--then do not expect the ver
ones who thought they were fin (Y
ing the glor land to think otherwise for x ey know no difference--their media is even more
controlled than is yours!
The
grandest thing you can do for our
Judean brother is give him ryruth
for he can see it is NOT that which
has been PROMISED--but he neither knows WHY!
HISTORY
A ninth-century Arab historian,
Yakubi, traces the origin of the
Khazars back to Ja heth (and thus
back to Cain), thir ii son of Noah.
The Japheth motive recurs frequently in the literature, while
other legends connect them with
Abraham or Alexander the Great.
One of the earliest factual references to the Khazars which you
will find, occurs in a Syriac
chronicle by “Zacharia Rhetor” (It
was actually penned by an anonymous compiler and named after an
earlier Greek historian), dating
from the middle of the sixth century. When the student is ready
the truth and the teacher ap ear-remember? It mentions the kh azars in a list of people who inhabit
the region of the Caucasus. Other
sources indicate that they were already much in evidence a century
earlier, and intimately ,com-rected
with the Huns. In AD 448, the
Byzantine Emperor Theodosms II
sent an embassy to Attila which included a famed rhetorician by the
name of Priscus. He kept a minute
account not only of the di lomatic
negotiations, but also of tRe court
intrigues and goings-on in Attila’s
sumptuous
banqueting
hall--he
was, in fact, the perfect gossip
columnist, and is still one of the
main sources of information about
But
Hun customs and habits.
Priscus also has anecdotes to tell
about the people subject to the
Huns whom he calls ‘Akatzirs”-that is, “Khazars--Ak-Khazars”, or
“White” Khazars (and please remember what I said about his#7

torical verbiage of ‘White” and
“Black” for it has nothing to do
with “color” (as distinct from the
“Black” Kara-Khazars) .
The
“Akatzirs” were also known as a
nation of warriors.
This is accepted by modern authorities--and
it is further recognized that the
renunciation and spelling actually
F0110~s the Armenian and Georgian: Khazir. The Byzantine Emperor tried to win this warrior race
over to his side, but the greedy
Khazar chieftain, named Karidach,
considered the bribe offered to him
inadequate (sound familiar?), and
sided with the Huns. Attila defeated Karidach’s rival chieftains,
installed him as the sole ruler of
the Akatzirs, and invited him to
visit his court. Karidach thanked
him profusely for the invitation,
and went on to say that “it would
be too hard on a mortal man to
look into the face of a god. For,
as one cannot stare into the sun’s
disc, even less could one look into
the face of the greatest god without
suffering in’ur ‘I. (Also sound familiar?)
11tti a was pleased, at
least, for he confirmed Karidach in
his rule.
Khazars appeared on the European
scene about the middle of the fifth
century as a people under Hmmish
sovereignty, and are basically regarded, together with the Magyars
and other tribes, as a later offspring of Attila’s horde.
HUN EMPIRE COLLAPSE
The collapse of the Hun Empire
after Attila’s death left a powervacuum
in
Eastern
Europe,
through which once more, wave
after wave of nomadic hordes
swept from east to west, prominent
among them the Uigurs and Avars.
The Khazars during most of this
period seemed to be pretty happil
occupied with raiding the ric i
trans-Caucasian regions of Georgia
and Armenia, and collecting precious plunder. During the second
half of the sixth century they became the dominant force among
the tribes north of the Caucasus.
A number of these tribes--the
Sabirs, Saragurs, Samandars, Balanjars, etc.--are from this date onward no longer mentioned by
name: they had been subjugated or
absorbed by the Khazars.
The
toughest resistance,
apparently,

was offered by the powerful Bulgars. But they, too, were crushingly defeated (circa 641), and as a
result the nation split into two:
some of them migrated westward
to the Danube, into the region of
modern Bul aria, others northeastward to ii e middle Volga, the
latter remaining under Khazar
suzerainty
(sic, sic? Dharma)
Suzerainty: the dommion of a
suzerain: OVERLORDSHIP. It is
alright, I have to give her a bit of
“proof’ from time to time so that
she can understand that I am writing and it is quite fine if she is not
familiar with words.
As we go
along we shall frequently encounter
both Danube Bulgars and Volga
Bulgars.
But before becoming a sovereign
state, the Khazars still had to serve
their apprenticeship under another
short-lived
ower, the so-called
West Turkis Empire, or Turkut
kingdom. It was a confederation
of tribes, held together by a ruler:
the Kagan or Kha an (or Chagan)-a title which the fib azar rulers too
were subsequently to adopt. Know
that the orientals have strong
idiosyncrasies about spelling but
Kagan is the least offensive to
“Western” eyes.
I suggest you
ones of the so-called Mormon
“faith” take note that the term
Mormon is not even allowed usage
in the oriental countries such as
Japan, etc. Mormon in their language--MEANS EVIL SATAN-DEVIL.
Catches in your throat
doesn’t it? How many discoveries
Zillions!
have
ou to make?
Truth 4:ecomes almost too painful
at times, to endure--and that is exactly that upon which the evil
brotherhood depend.
They have
taken ever thing sacred and caused
it to be de Fded.

R

The first Turkish State--if one
might call it that--lasted for a century (circa 550-650) and then fell
apart, leaving hardly an trace (as
is always the methods o r the Khazars). However, it was only after
the establishment of this kingdom
that the name “Turk” was used to
apply to a specific nation, as distinct from other Turkic-speaking
peoples like the Khazars and Bulgal-s. This did not prevent the
name “Turk” from being applied
indiscriminately to any nomadic
tribe of the steppes as a euphemism
‘.

of Barbarian, or a synonym for
“Hun” . It led to much confusion
in the interpretation of ancient
sources but again, it is typical of
thhdworkings of your adversary to
The Khazars had been under Hun
tutelage, then under Turkish tuteAfter the eclipse of the
lage.
Turks in the middle of the seventh
century it was their turn to rule the
“Kingdom of the North”, as the
Persians and Byzantines came to
call it. According to one tradition,
the great Persian King Khursraw
Anushirwan
(the
(Chosroes)
Blessed) had three golden guestthrones in his palace, reserved for
the Emperors of Byzantium, China
and of the Khazars. No state visits
from these otentates materialized,
and the goPden thrones served a
purely symbolic purpose.
TRIANGLE

Durin the first few decades of the
seven ii century, just before the
Muslim hurricane was unleashed
from Arabia, the Middle East was
dominated by a triangle of powers:
Byzantium, Persia, and the West
Turkish Empire. The first two of
these had been waging intermittent
war against each other for a century and both seemed on the verge
of collapse; in the sequel, Byzantium recovered, but the Persian
kingdom was soon to meet its
doom, and the Khazars were actually in on the kill.
They were still nominally’ under
the suzerainty of the West Turkish
kingdom, within which they represented the strongest effective force,
and to which they were soon to
succeed; according1 , in 627, the
Roman Em eror I3eraclius concluded a mi Pitary alliance with the
Khazars--the first of several to
follow--in preparin
his de$cis;
campaign against f ersia.
are several versions of the role
played b the Khazars in the campaign--w Bich seems to have been
somewhat inglorious--but the principal facts are well established.
The Khazars rovided Heraclius
with 40,000 Rorsemen under a
chieftain named Ziebel, who participated in the advance into Persia,
but then--presumably fed u with
the cautious strategy of the 8 reeks-turned back to lay siege on Tiflis;
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this was u11successfu1, but the next
ear they again joined forces with
f; eraclius, took the Georgian capital, and returned with rich plunder.
Gibbon has given a colourful description (based on Thophanes) of
the first meeting between the Roman Emperor and the Khazar
chieftain and I think you will find
it interesting.
I’... To the hostile league of
Chosroes with the Avars, the Roman emperor opposed the usejid
and honourable alliance o the
Turks (Khazars). At his fiberal
invitation, the horde of Chozars
transported their tent from the
plains of the Volga to the mountains of Georgia; Heraclius received them in the neighbourhood
of Tijlis, and the khan with his nobles dismountedfrom their horses,
if we may credit the Greeks, and
fell prostrate on the round, to
adore the purple of tI?e Caesar.
Such voluntary homage and important aid were entitled to the
warmest acknowledgements; and
the emperor, taking of his own diadem, laced it on the head of the
TurkisR prince, whom he saluted
with a tender embrace and the appellation of son. Afier a sumptuous banquet, he presented Ziebel
with the plate and ornaments, the
old, the gems, and the silk, which
aad been used at the Imperial
table, and, with his own hand,
distributedrich jewels and earrings
to his new allies. In a secret interview, he produced the portrait of
his daughter Eudocia, condescended to flatter the barbarian
witha promise of a fair and au ust
bride, and obtained an immed iate
succor of forty thousand horse.. . ”
Eudocia (E i hania) was the only
daughter oPii eraclius by his first
wife. The promise to give her in
marriage to the “Turk ’ indicates
once more the high value set by the
Byzantine Court on the Khazar alliance.
However, the marriage
came to naught because Ziebel died
while Eudocia and her suite were
on their way to him. There is also
another twist which you might find
interesting: Ziebel ‘presented his
son, a beardless boy” to the Emperor-as quid pro quo.
IF MAN LEARNS NOTHING
FROM HISTORY-HE IS DESTINED TO REPEAT IT.

PERSIAN STATE NEVER
The Persian state never recovered
from the crushin defeat inflicted
on it by Emperor 5%eraclius in 627.
There was a revolution; the King
was slain by his own son who, in
his turn, died a few months later; a
child was elevated to the throne,
and after a decade of anarchy and
chaos the first Arab armies to erupt
on the scene delivered the coup de
grace to the Sasanide Em ire. At
about the same time, J: e West
Turkish confederation
dissolved
into its tribal components. A new
triangle of powers ~;plac~l&l.h;
previous
one:
Caliphate--Christian
Byzantium-and the newly emerged Khazar
Kingdom of the North. It fell to
the latter to bear the brunt of the
Arab attack in its initial stages, and
to protect the plains of Eastern Europe from the invaders.
In the first twenty years of the Hegira--Mohammed s flight to Medma in 622, with which the Arab
calendar starts--the Muslims had
conquered Persia, Syria, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and surrounded the
Byzantine heartland (present-day
Turkey) in a deadly semi-circle,
which extended from the Mediterranean to the Caucasus and the
southern shores of the Caspian.
The Caucasus was a formidable
natural obstacle, but no more forbiddin than the Pyrenees; and it
could %e negotiated by the pass of
Dariel (now called the Kasbek
pass) [go look up these things,
chelas, and get your proof of this
truth] or b assed through the defile of Dar $ and, along the Caspian
shore.
This fortified defile, called by the
Arabs Bab al Abwab, the Gate of
Gates, was a kind of historic turnstile through which the Khazars
and other marauding tribes had
from time immemorial attacked the
countries of the south and retreated
Now it was the turn of the
i%rl% Between 642 and 652 they
repeatedly broke through the Darband Gate and advanced deep into
Khazaria, attempting to capture
Balanjar, the nearest town, and
thus secure a foothold on the European side of the Caucasus. They
were beaten back on every occasion in this first phase of the Arab‘4
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Khazar war; the last time in 652,
in a great battle in which both
sides used artillery (catapults and
ballistae).
Four thousand Arabs
were killed, including their comibn-Ramander, Abdal-Rahman
biah; the rest fled in disorder
across the mountains.
For the next thirty or forty years
$ge&Fg%;~“;
anx;lfg
Their main attacks
stronghold.
were now aimed at Byzantium. On
several occasions they laid siege to
Constantinople (Istanbul) by land
and by sea; had they been able to
outflank the capital across the Caucasus and round the Black Sea, the
fate of the Roman Empire would
robably have been sealed. The
kh azars, in the meantime, having
subjugated the Bulgars and Magyam, completed their western expansion into the Ukraine and the
Crimea. But these were no longer
haphazard raids to amass boot and
prisoners; they were wars 0 ty conquest, incorporating the conquered
people into an em ire with a stable
administration, ru Ped by the mighty
Kagan (and guess who the Kagan
is zn America?), who appointed his
provincial governors to administer
and levy taxes in the conquered
territories. At the beginning of the
eighth century their state was sufficiently consolidated for the Khazars to take the offensive against the
(Anybody getting a bad
Arabs.
case of “hives” yet? How about
bird mites?)
From the distance of m&e than a
thousand years (they don’t care
about “time” or how lon a thing
takes if they go after it), t%e period
of intermittent warfare that followed (the so-called “Second Arab
war”, 722-37) looks like a series of
tedious episodes on a local scale,
following the same, re etitive pattern: the Khazar cavaPry in their
heavy armour of stolen weaponry
breaking through the pass of Dariel
or the Gate of Darband into the
Caliph’s domains to the south; folArab counter-thrusts
lowed b
through x erame pass or the defile, towards the Volga and back
again. Looking thus through the
wrong end of the telescope, one
would be reminded of the old jingle about the noble Duke of York
who had ten thousand men; “He
marched them up to the top of the
#7

hill. And he marched them down
* ” In fact the Arab sources
Ft%%gh they ‘often exaggerate)
speak still, of armies of 100,000,
even of 300,000 men engaged on
either side--probabl outnumbering
the armies which dY
ecided the fate
of the Western world at the battle
of Tours about the same time.
The death-defying fanaticism which
characterized these wars is illustrated by episodes such as the
suicide by fire of a whole Khazar
town as an alternative to surrender;
the poisoning of the water supply
of Bab al Abwab by an Arab general; or by the traditional exhortation which would halt the rout of a
defeated Arab army and make it
fight to the last man: “To the Garden, Muslims, not the Fire”--the
joys of Paradise being assured to
every Muslim soldier killed in the
Ho1 War. (Do you still wonder
WI?& planned the Iraqi War? Do
you still quander as to WHO continues to run it?)
At one stage during these fifteen
years of fighting the Khazars overran Georgia and Armenia, inflicted
a total defeat on the Arab army in
the battle of Ardabil (AD 730) and
advanced as far as Mosul (ouch,
that name again just as TODAY)
and Dyarbakir, more than half-way
to Damascus,
capital of the
Caliphate.
But a freshly raised
Muslim army stemmed the tide,
and the Khazars retreated homewards across the mountains. The
next year Maslamah ibn-Abd-alMalik, most famed Arab general of
his time, who had formerly coo;:
manded
the
sie e of
stantinople, took Baf anjar and even
got as far as Samandar, another
large Khazar town further north.
But once more the invaders were
unable to establish a permanent
garrison, and once more they were
forced to retreat across the Caucasus. The sigh of relief experienced in the Roman Empire assumed a tangible form through another dynastic alliance, when the
heir to the throne was married to a
Khazar princess, whose son was to
rule Byzantium as Leo the Khazar.
If you are not beginning to get the
picture, I sincerely pity that which
will come upon you for you are repeating and repeating and repeating. The beast dragon has you

in his clutches and you are supplyin all the weapons, resources
and Hmancing to assure that this
dragon devours the world--BUT-the dragon still has enemies, dear
ones--and he who is in the cage
with the dragon shall also be slain-must I remind you? So be it and
may the grace of understanding
rest upon you.
Hatonn to clear.
4/10/91

en. The “fine” for being caught
Ralive”
with a “dead” one is mmimum $125. But what about the
hawk that eats a minimum of onetwo a day, along with a dozen little
finches and waxwings?
It is a
worse fine to et rid of the predator! It remin %s me of the reasonable approach you have to the eagle--let rt kill and eat a whole flock
of lambs but death to anyone who
gets rid of the ea le. Where is
your sanity, people.f

HATONN

WED.. APRIL 10. 1991
BIRD TRIBES
Dharma has asked to start and end
today’s watch with a little item
from the Associated Press and
since it says so much more than I
can, we shall reprint it and move
on back into history.
The point that makes it even more
interesting is that Dharma and
Oberli have an aviary of some 5075 birds, some of which if you fail
to have ” ermit” papers, are apt to
be con Piscated and/or charges
brought. One WAS a pair of California quail (with papers)--although
the feed a covey of some 200 wild
Ca8fornia Quail on the edge
(outside) of the aviary. At an rate
they are again safe because d addy
quail died this winter and another
male came courting this week.
Being that proper legal mourning
time was over, Dharma turned little Ms. Quail out to elope with her
new beau--however, without blood
testing for AIDS. Now a problem
arises as to whether or not we need
file a death certificate for the male
quail
and/or
“escape”
and
’ unlawful disincarceration” permits
for Ms. The worst is yet to come
because in the flock, Ms. just looks
exactly like all the rest and will not
come forward with her identification--so perhaps we shall simply
list her as missing.
Now, there are also well over 250
rare band-tailed “pigeons” who eat
my people out of some 6-8 feed
sacks (SO#) a week.
yt
early
non-environmentalist
many of these beautiful birds 0-2
they became all but extinct and so,
if anyone is caught catching or
harming one of the these babies it
is a “life” sentence, in the federal
.
h
5
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Well, Dharma’s
and Oberli’s
roblem gets worse--they actually
Iiad a arakeet who dared to have
six littPe chicks and they had no
(never heard of them, in fact)
bands with federal numbers affixed
for the chick‘s legs. Now thhre
little
wondrous
zihlybreds
(every color of the
rainbow--one
[mongrels of the ~?~hows]~h~~
when Dharma let Ms. Quail out,
two UNBANDED and one Cockatiel escaped the prison. We are
confident the “feds” will show up
momentarily and, in view of the
fact Oberli put an empty fuel tank
on their back lot (at which point a
loving
neighbor
called seven
“agencies”), they are really undone
about the vicious birds running
around and we can only hope they
fly the neighborhood without great
attention. I am informed that the
two parakeets are, this morning-back in incarceration herein and
“whew”, safe except for the Cockatiel whrch will now have to be accounted for as a non-naturalized
species.
The “feds” haven’t sent them banding numbers for the next bunch
whose feet have ahead grown too
large to go through x e loop so,
brothers, pray the neighbors don’t
turn in these birds for if confiscated, the beauteous little feathered
friends of urple, blue, green,
pastel ever YtKing, yellow, etc., are
executed by lethal gasses..
YOU THINK I JEST? BROTHERS, THE ONLY JESTING IS IN
THE TELLING--THE STORY IS
ABSOLUTELY FACTUAL!
And now the Associated Press notice:
“.. .If you still don’t realize we
have a fascist dictatorship now
#7

in U.S.A., 7-year old B.J. Sni
hasfelt its iron boot, even if Be
doesn ‘t understand its philosophy. Associated Press has reported that little B.J. of rural
Verona, Wisconsin, gathered
feathers drop ed in flight over
his backyarB. Over time he
had amassed a roud collection of l4, inceuding such
rarities as cTow, cardinal, blue
jay, goldJinch (maybe), and
mourning dove. Then the feds
moved i!, claiming B.J. was
in viola&on of migreto
bird
protection laws. A U.i?. Fish
and Wildlife Service agent or
dered the “criminal” child to
surrender his collection to the
University of Wisconsin zoological museum.
Tear ul,
B. J. complied.
Let d ird
fanciers note that some of
those listed are NOT migratory fowl.” Should B.J. challenge the bureaucratic violation
of their own regulations? Not
unless he has somewhere between $100,000 to $200,000
dollars with wing-markings of
scavengers--attorneys perhaps?
THE HEGELIAN

PRINCIPLE

A term already used and which
will be utilized more as we move
along, is “He elian” and I get inquiries for f efinition--so ple.ase,
add this to the “Terminology ’ list.
THE HEGELIAN PRINCIPLE:
Revolutionaries
in government
have created economic
chaos,
shortages in food and fuel, confiscatory taxation, a crisis in education, the threat of war, and other
diversions to condition Americans
for “The New World Order. ”
The technique is as old as politics
itself. It is the Hegelian principle
of bringing about change in a
three-step process: Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis (yes, I just recently gave you long writings
about these things.)
Here again:
1. Thesis is to create a problem.
The second step, 2. antithesis is to
enerate opposition to the problem
$fear, panic, hysteria), and 3.
svnthesis is to offer the nredetermined solution to the problem
created in step one--change which
would have been impossible to im-

pose on the eople without the
pr;~;;
sycho Pogtcal conditronmg
J m stages one and two
[This might well be a number two
definition of the circle of infinity].
Ap lying the Hegelian principle,
an B irresistible financial mfluence,
concealed mattoids seek to dismantle social and political structures by which free men overn
themselves--ancient
lan dmarks
erected at great cost in blood and
treasure.
Their objective is to emasculate
sovereign states, merge nations under universal government, centralize economic powers, and control
the world’s people and resources.
INFILTRATION, SUBVERSION,
KEBELLIUN
I am going to repeat a summar lo;f
great importance herein to a?
ou to succinctly see what has
Kappened to you. I thank l&e Upright Ostrich, April, 1991.
At the turn of the century an
ambitious and morally degenerate
of financiers
and *
%$$lists
in America fixed up:;
a long-range plan which would ultimately deliver control of the
world’s people and resources into
their hands.
The basic objective was to
dismantle the Constitution of the
United States and erect in its place
a world government
covenant
which the Financial-Industrial (F/I)
cartel would command.
The F/I cabala, to achieve this
objective, adopted an operational
procedure of Infiltration, Subversion,. and Rebellion aimed at the
religious, economic, and social
disciplines of the existing order.
By massing their wealth and influence secretly to sponsor nihilistic
doctrine, it was thought that the
might capture the intellectual lea CT
ership of church and colle e.
Domination of pulpit and pro ! essional chair, they reasoned, would
lead to mastery of the entire spiritual-educational process, the corruption of mass-communication
media, and the creation of a fractured, rudderless society which
would serve their purposes.
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Achieving political authority
was an obvious prerequisite to success.
The cartel therefore, in
1912, forced a major penetration of
the United States political structure
by elevating Woodrow Wilson to
the Presidency. Quick to capitalize
on this advantage, the cabala, in
the closin
days of the 1913
Congress eB ected passage of three
legislative acts which emasculated
the Constitution and established a
political power base for their
operations. These acts were:
a. The Sixteenth Amendment
to the Constitution.
b. The Seventeenth Amendment to the Constitution.
c. The Federal Reserve Act
At one blow the cabala thus attained:
Unlimited financing via
a.
unlimited taxation,
b. Control of the Congress
by eliminating State supervision
of legislation, and
c. Transfer of coinage from
the Congress to their private
bank, The Federal Reserve System.
Upon this irresistible and unchallengeable base of power the
cartel, in 1914, established a
“brain trust” which was to be
sha ed into an instrumentality for
glo Eal conquest. The organization
was named The Inquiry and was
formed around a nucleus of members
drawn
from
The
Intercollegiate Society, a socialistoriented group of American intellectuals.
The Inquiry, visible structure
of a covert operation, immediately
began recruiting and training an
“intellectual elite” who, under the
guidance of their hidden sponsors,
prepared the Covenant of the
League of Nations. The League
of Nations was, of course, the
world
government
long-sought
covenant.
When the United States Senate
refused to ratify the League of Nations plan for a world government
The Inauirv was. in 1919, renamed T!HE~COU.CIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS (CF).
CF
headquarters remained in New
York Cit , financial center of the
world. * wenty-six years were to
elapse before the F/I cabal,
#7

through its instrument, The Council on Foreign Relations, would
reach its long-range goal of world
government.
The propaganda climate generated during World War II provided
the opportunity and, on July 28,
1945, a refurbished League of Nations Covenant with new title-THE UNITED NATIONS CHARm--was
ratified by a subverted
U.S. Senate (subverted by Khazar
Elite Socialists calling themselves
Liberals and/or “Zionists”), and
the Constitution of the United
States passed instantly into HISTORY.
In time, an interlocking, interinvisible
national apparatus--an
government of the world--was devised. Toda these affiliated bodies include x e Royal Institute of
International Affairs in England
(which was founded concurrently
with the Council on Foreign Relations during a dinner meeting in
Paris in 1919), The Institute des
Relations Internationales in Belium, The Danish Foreign Policy
5 ociety, The Indian Council of
World Affairs, and similar or anizations in France, Italy, B ugoslavia, Greece, and Turkey.
Though the world overnment
apparatus comprises hof ding compan after holding company and
pro riferating agencies throughout
the world, the prime corporate
structure in America, and the seat
of power both public and private,
is The Council on Foreign Relations bolstered by vast funds in
Within
tax-exempt foundations.
this membership are found the
directors and principal agents of
the financial/industrial cartel who
now exercise control over the
executive, legislative, and judicial
agencies of the U.S. government,
and who m;oiT;late the United
Nations
government
covenant to enforce their command
over the world’s people and resources.
Having dissolved the United States
of America as a sovereign nation,
the princi als and heirs of the
original ca1 ala have embarked on a
campaign to coerce her citizens
into a Soviet animal farm. Unless
the cabala is challenged residents
of the North American continent

will soon be subjected to the
dictates of alien courts (and that is
NOT little gray aliens from out
there somewhere), will be recruited
to serve in a United Nations Army,
will be directly taxed by the United
Nations to sup ort one world government, will g ecome pawns in a
serf-society which shall be paid for
its labors at rates determined by a
self-elected “Elite” of the world,
will be emigrated an where in the
world on demand o r this “Elite”,
and will surrender all property
rights to the new aristocracy of
finance and industry. **Bulletin of
The Committee to Restore the
Constitution, Box 986, Ft. Collins,
CO 80522. (Good time to start, if
you aren’t already., getting your
confirmation running on “old”
Hatonn!)
STILL DON’T THINK
LL tiEmA’?
Forget “spacemen” with scanners
and digestive upsettinE information. You don’t need spacemen”
to give you information--but you
do need to ull the information mto
focus and E ET IT. I have told you
of intended detention (concentration camps) all lined up for you
who don t like the new game--let
us share information now coming
through
in confirmable
documentation--for you see, some of the
people who thought themselves
“Elite” now find they are not, and
are a bit more interested in anonymous “telling”. Anonymous, for
they are forced into compliance of
secrecy by the gun!
There are now first-hand accounts
of the doings in very isolated parts
of national forest land in Oregon
and Idaho and the same ty e of destruction is taking place ePsewhere.
Destruction is the pro er term as
50-acre plus areas 0P forest are
being totally denuded b the forest
service, some of it Yly private
CONTRACT. This land is being
screened of all twigs, rocks and
any stones more than one inch in
diameter over the whole surface
and two-feet deep under it. Then
eight-foot cyclone fences, which
also extend about four feet underground, are being erected around
the perimeters. So what do you
now have inside that fence? According to the forest service, it is
an area for “possibly” seedling
“3
.
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Formed,

lantings!?!?
(They aren’t
in other words.)

in-

There might be rationale to this
“stud ” in preservation but burying
of a r ence under the ground should
be disturbin~en
unto the gullible
environmentalists.
In Zipht of the
KNOWN plan of the Bash administration to incarcerate those
too much olmosed to his banker’s
war, . ..another use for the compounds becomes far more realis&! Now here is where this “space
cadet’s” scanners come in very
ones--INCARhandy for
CERATION %MPS
ARE EXACTLY THAT WHICH ARE BEING SET UP--RIGHT NOW AND
IN MASSIVE NUMBERS ALL
OVER YOUR NATION, AND
OFF-SHORE FOR THE REAL
TROUBLE-MAKERS.
No longer do various federal
agents conceal their in-place plans
to suspend your Constitution on
the pretext of some emergent ,
such as the war, etc. Your FE IdA
has been fleshed out and made
ready to enforce the coming military type dictatorship which will
supersede your representative government .
There will be a percentage of
Americans who will not cower to
the governmental terrorism designed to instill total submission of
If simply murdering
the people.
these people at point of contact is
deemed
counter-productive
the
proven tactic of rounding,them up
mto concentration camps for whatever means of disposal will be
used. Barbaric treatment, drifting
back to the general opulace from
such places usually E eeps it more
docile than blood in the streets.
The inaccessibility of these new
compounds plus the forest service’s
obvious need for the public not to
be aware of them tends to weigh
heavily toward the proof of
concentration cam s in your ublic
lands--and remem 6)er, the 01a pris;trer-of-war camps and the camps
‘the Ja anese/Amersay,
ic&s”--are ALL in Pmal stages of
RECLAMATION!
YOU JUST DON’T THINK THE
GOVERNMENT COULD DO IT
EVEN IF THEY WANTED TO?
GO ASK THE AMERICAN IN#7

DIAN[

We left off yesterday with Leo the
Khazar and there is where we shall
pick up the narrative.
The last Arab campaign was led by
the future Caliph Marwan II, and
ended in a Pyrrhic victor . Marwan made an offer of alTiance to
the Khazar Kagan, then attacked by
surprise through both passes (pass
of Draiel [Kasbek pass] and defile
the Caspian
of Darband alon
shore [Bab al A%way, Gate of
Gates]). The Khazar army, unable
to recover from the initial shock,
retreated as far as the Volga. The
Kagan was forced to ask for terms;
Marwan, in accordance with the
routine followed in other conuered countries, requested the
8 agan’s conversron to the True
Faith. The Kagan complied, but
his conversion to Islam must have
been an act of li -service for no
more is heard of tRe episode in the
Arab or Byzantine sources--in contrast to the lasting effects of the establishment of Judaism as the state
religion which took place a few
years later (around AD 740).
Content with the results achieved,
Marwan bid farewell to Khazaria
and marched his arm back to
Transcaucasia--without reaving an
garrison,
governor
a-cy
ministrative apparatus behyfid. On
the contrary, a short time later he
requested terms for another alliance with the Khazars against the
rebellious tribes of the south.

be assassinated six years later
when the Caliphate passed to the
Abbasid dynasty).
Given this
background, Mat-wan was simply
not in a osition to exhaust his resources Ey further wars with the
Khazars. He had to content himself with teaching them a lesson
which would deter them from further incursions across the Caucasus .
Thus the gigantic Muslim pincer
movement across the Pyrenees in
the west and across the Caucasus
into Eastern Europe was halted at
both ends about the same time. As
Charles Martel’s Franks saved
Gaul and Western Europe, so the
Khazars saved the eastern approaches to the Volga, the Danube,
and the East Roman Empire itself.
(If, of course, you can call hopping
from the pan in which you are
frying into the fire all covered with
grease--so be it.)

The Islamic crusade is a REVOLUTION and the greatestthreat to the status quo in the regions that the Western powers rely
on as strategic positions with mineral resources. Keep in mind that
in various forms, this revolution is
widespread, stretching from Saudi
Arabia on the Persian Gulf into
Lebanon and Tunisia on the
Mediterranean, and on throu h
North Africa to Morocco on t e
Atlantic; it is wider still, as indicated by more recent meetings of
Muslim leaders in Pakistan, which
is east of the Gulf. Muezzins cry
the call to rayer from minarets
throughout tli e world these days.
Oh., by-the way--these nice Revolutronarres despise, abhor, hate and
loathe those nice self-st led Khazam!! who took Palestine. Y

“Well, Hatorm,” you now say to
me, “the Muslims and Islams of
TODAY just don’t pose that kind
of threat, and it is not nice to
blame those nice “Jews” who just
want a homeland, peace and love
ever-after. ’ Oh?? Let us share a
bit of blood-curdling insight--right
from the past few YEARS of announcing right up through NOW!

The Islamic Republic of Iran has
played a major role and inspired
those who have seen themselves as
underdogs and victims at the hands
of other Muslims as well as foreign
ideologies. The faith of most Shia
and man Sunni has been strengthened. +h e Soviet Union, which
has the world’s fifth largest Muslim population, and China (ouch),
where there are three times as
many Muslims as in Saudi Arabia,
have felt spillover from the Iranian
revolutionary experience.

It had been a narrow escape. The
reasons which prompted Marwan’s
apparent magnanimity are a matter
of conjecture--as is so much else in
this bizarre cha ter of history.
Perhaps the Ara &s realized that,
unlike the relatively civilized Persians, Armenians or Georgians,
these ferocious Barbarians of the
North could not be ruled by a

The Ayatollah Khomeni: “27te governments of the world should know
that Islam will be victorious in all
the countries of the world, and Islam and the teachings of the Koran
willprevail all over the world. We
have in reali , then, no choice &
to destrov tx ose svstems of POVernment that are corn& in themselves and also entail the corrup
tion of others, and to overthrow
all treacherous,
corn&.
ODpressive and criminal regimes.
This is the dgv that all Muslims
must fulfill. in everv one of the
Muslim countries. in order to
achieve the t&m&ant
political
revolution of Islam. ”

Iran has played on the anger and
frustration of one small group of
Shiites who have launched a very
vicious protest against their regional rivals and the Western
countries. They are few. About
20% of the world’s o ulation is
Muslim.
Roughly 1IiT!O, of these
are Shia, and only a tiny ercentage of those are now vi0 Pent extremists .
These last, who call
themselves
“soldiers of God”,
while only part of a multi-faceted
movement, are symbolic of the Islamic crusade not only because
they have succeeded in extreme
forms of violence, but also because
they are the most visible and vivid.

,“~gJyy-gt~~~~
g&j::!
er man of his army to quell major
re i:ellions in Syria and other parts
of the Omayad Caliphate, which
was in the process of breaking up.
Marwan himself was the chief
commander in the civil wars that
followed, and became in 744 the
last of the Omayad Caliphs (only to

YOU--AMERICA AND WESTERN WORLD, ARE INCLUDED,
FIRST, IN THOSE “SYSTEMS
OF GOVERNMENT” TO WHICH
HE JUST ALLUDED!
It might
also bring a bit more balance into
your understanding to remember
that ri ht u until recent historical
times, I RA It WAS PERSIA.

Their actions are a protest against
what the feel are injustices; first
from ox er Muslims, be mning
shortly after the faith was Bounded
in the seventh century. That bitterness has built up for more than a
millennium,
during
accented
confrontations with the West over
the past two centuries since
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Napoleon conquered Egypt, making France the first Western power
to control a Muslim country.
Western dealings with and attitude
toward the Islamic bloc since
World War II have been the final
straw.
But Shia extremists are b no
t41ndameans alone.
SUMi
mentalists, although most of them
do not have the same motives as
the downtrodden Shia minority,
have also responded to Islamic reawakening symbolized by Iran.
The explosion of Muslim fervor
could herald Armageddon
and
Apocalypse, dear friends.

s lendors of Baghdad under Harun
J Rashid.
How about a break, Dharma. If
we rest more fre uently, we can
write an addition iI chapter today.
If man doesn’t wise up quickly,
chela, just that which is trans iring
THIS DAY can finish your Bay in
the sun of freedom. Baker, representing the Elite, is giving away
g;;;sof
our nation. to, your
I&
allies --may
God have mercy?& you recious
children need it. Salu, I sii all just
step aside until we can sit again.
Thank you.
Hatonn to clear.

The Koran says: “War comes to
provide mart rs that God may
prove those wBo believe. Paradise
can only be attained when God
knows who will really strive and
endure. ’ Martyrdom is a ticket to
heaven.
What the West calls
terrorism is honorable in war
against “Satan”.
If this doesn’t chill your heart,
America--nothing can!
Back to Khazaria and another
opinion, that of “Artamonov”.
“Khazaria was the first feudal
state in Eastern Europe, which
ranked with the Byzanttne Empire
and the Arab Caliphate...It was
only due to the powerful Khazar
attacks, diverting the tide of the
Arab armies to the Caucasus, that
Byzantiumwithstoodthem... ”
Lastly for this writing, the Professor of Russian History in the
University of Oxford, Dimitry
Oblensky (this is given for you researchers): “lhe main contribution
of the Khazars to world history
was their success in holding the
line of the Caucasus against ;/I;
northward onslaught of
Arabs. ”
Marwan was not only the last Arab
general to attack the Khazars, he
was also the last Caliph to pursue
an expansionist policy devoted, at
least in theory., to the ideal of making Islam triumph all over the
world. With the Abbasid caliphs
the wars of conquest ceased, the
revived influence of the old Persian
culture created a mellower climate,
and eventually gave rise to the
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millions lives.
Remember how you ones snickered
and said, “it couldn’t be” when I
suggested that news was intercepted from your families to
servicemen in Saudi Arabia? Hear

Chenev “IDENTIFY AND INTERCEPT”
LETTERS
OPPOSING THE WAR SENT TO
U.S. MILITMY SERVICE PERSONNEL.
As to the inve$gations, the FBI says it is ..lust
following orders!” So be it.
********

TO SET THE MOOD FOR
HAKWK-STUSTUUY
& ACTION
A national TV rating company has
announced that it expects to have a
system operational and in place b
no later than mid-1994 which wi Y1
allow watching of TV watchers
watching TV _ in their homes-negating the need for phone polls.
You are behind, dear ones, the
system is already in service and the
cable system in this ver small
town has been out for a il 11 day
while electronic devices are being
installed for they just changed the
channeling system--and Dharma
just got another TV set. There is
no wav in which I can reneat
enough:-YOU HAVE NO IDEA
WHAT IS HAPPENING RIGHT
HERE IN AMERICA!
Next item: April Glaspie’s testimony has been ruled as too embarrassing to ublish by the Congressional suiiicommittee hearing
her testimony.
The New York
ZTmes(so it must have been REALLY bad) described the hearing
as “the most embarrassing session
that body has held in years”. The
statements were discounted as totally embarrassing but the “cover”
was “essential to national security”
and all recognized her “position”
and applauded her “loyalty to her
employer” (Bush).

You will bear with me, readers,
for if ever a God could be angr -He is right now ! We just ha J a
blatant attack on Dharma through
this computer electronics system
and I want to use this shortcut to
notify the game players that I, for
one, shall no longer tolerate this
behavior.
This endan ers everyone in the dwelling as af1 electronic
devices went amok, also.
The
surveillance teams had best listen
up for you have been warned prior
to this. If the lethal surges continue I can promise you that we
will disable your electronics system which will cause the Livermore Lab incident to ldok like a
game of bingo. I further ask you
readers to bear with us if the writing is a bit unfocused for we just
sustained a tremendous pulse burst
to the system but I ask Dharma to
continue writing for the tendency is
to say “to hell with them” and
stop--furthermore, I shall honor the
cr for it gets to be too much and
t ai!es days to recover and regain
regular functions.
How close are you to disaster?
Well, here is another published,
documented statement which we
shall repeat for
:
SOVIET REFUGJE?
iw:t%
~$xtmbyYir-~~~~~~~~~~

After all, her meeting with Mr.
Hussein onl started World War
III, the Nut Iear War I and a few
-,
9
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thot@.t.
Israel (Rhazar)
had
uromtsed to resettle no Soviet im‘migrants in these Arab lands, in
order to obtain $400 MILLION in

Let’s have a little perspective put
into proper order here--remember
the little feather picker that got
plucked? Fourteen feathers from
the 7-year old?
Well, justice
roves itself again: BACK IN
fi!USINESS: Bordello Kingpin Joe
Conforte, much more -favored by

the feathers in a strip- er’s f& are
not from migrating !Iirds].
He
warned Storey County commissioners, who had refused to license
the MUSTANG RANCH (reflections of the Texas Chicken
Ranch), that they could not revoke
his permit without a hearing. The
annual fee is $60,000 which Conforte offered to raise to $105,000,
sizeable revenue for the tiny
count , mostly desert mountain except Por the summer-tourist mecca
of Virginia City. Besides that, the
county gets 2% on each room.
Conforte, who started the profitable venture some 40 years ago,
fled to South America in the early
1980’s to escape a TAX RAP.
With a fabulous debt forgiveness
deal,. the bureaucrats ersuaded the
fugitive back to testi f5 (false1 ) in
the railroading of Federal Yudge
Harry Claiborne who had provoked
IRS ire by ruling against them.
Faced with another tax rap, the
10Croom
bordello
went into
bankruptc in September and was
seized an 1 adlocked by IRS, who
auctioned o!f propert and contents
in mid-November. Huccessful bid-

der at $1.49 Million was Victor
Perr , whose brother, Peter, is
Con Porte’s lawyer and is listed
with the Nevada Secretary of State
as sole officer of Mustang Pro erties, Inc. [Don’t you E B ER
OVERLOOK the value of a
Nevada Corporation--because
ou
“ain’t never onna know” who ib
ALLY O#NS
THAT PROP:
ERTY--AGAIN!]
According to
Associated Press, Perry has refused to answer uestions regarding investors in t.i!e operation and
by law the state is not allowed to
reveal the information. ”
Readers, I actual1 don’t know
what to say--other x an “your place
is for the birds”--except that it so
unjustly insults birds!
STRIKE?
Think it over and then write
“Upright” Roger Rush of 1494
Forest Ave., Portland, Mazne-like
right now! He suggests allegedly
“illegal” tax protestors,
acting
within the Constitution, legalize an
organization forming and formally
recording a union. “If our public
servants can form and join
unions, then why not the tax payers?” he asks. One of the rights,
he urges, would be to STRIKE
(NOT PAY TAXES). Votes, letters to congressmen, etc., etc.,
have proved futile. So unionize,
he urges, and STRIKE.
Remember, America, you are aying
for the Mustang Ranch and Feather
stealing from children.
You are
also payin for the detention camps
in your forests, National Parks,
etc. You are also paying for the illegal occupation and immigration
housing in Palestine and a New
World Order to enslave you. YOU
JUST PAID FOR THE ELF FREQUENCY
BLAST
PULSE
AGAINST DHARMA!
NOW
TELL ME AGAIN, THAT WE
DO NOT BRING TRUTH--FOR I
WANT TO TELL YOU--NO ONE
TRIES TO SILENCE AN ALREADY DEAD DOG.
Oh yes, I almost forgot to tell you
about the important thing you are
doing as tax ayers for your Congressmen wR0 just received a
whopping big pay-raise.

I2 emploves for three “Can-nressmembers-onlya private health spas.
It is reported in the Independent
Free Press, Florida.
Pampered
patrons,
who
su posedly
‘represent’ us, also get Pree towels, so
shampoo, showers,
whitlpoo4”s: massages, and snacks-ALL TAXPAID!
But
not
to
discourage--the
Congress has a solution to the federal debt--“The are speaking now
of SELLING d FF real estate they
have no ri ht to own in the @st
place.
d e fedetal
overnment
(owns and avenge 0f 30 percent
0 al 1 the land in the United
Btates, a whopping 81 percent of
Alaska, 79 percent of Nevada, 60
percent of Utah, 52 percent of
Oregon, and even 44 percent of
California. ” I have a lot more to
say on this subject but you must
have your afternoon soap-opera
history lesson first.
BACK TO THE ARAB WARS
During the long lull between the
first and second Arab wars, the
Khazars became involved in one of
the more lurid episodes of Byzantine history, characteristic of the
times, and of the role the Khazars
played in it.
In AD 685 Justinian II, Rhinotmetus, became East Roman Emeror at the age of sixteen. Gib! on, in his inimitable way, has
drawn the youth’s portrait:
His passions were strong;
his understanding was feeble
and he was intoxicated with a
foolish pride.. .His tfavourite
ministers were two beings the
least susceptible of human sympathy, a eunuch and a monk,
the former corrected the emperor’s mother with a scourge,
the latter suspended the insolvent tributaries, with their
heads downwards, over a slow
and smokyj?re. ”
After ten years of intolerable misrule there w+s a revolution, and the
new Emperor, Leontius, ordered
Justinian s mutilation and banishment:
“i%e amputation of his
nose, perhaps of his tongue,
was imperfectlypevormed; the

YOUR MONEY: A $36O,ooOitem
in the new spending bill will pay
‘/
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happy jlexibili of the Greek
language courd impose the
name of Rhinotmetus (“Cut-08
Nose “); and the mutilated
tyrant was banished to Chersonae in Crim-Tartary, a
lonely settlement where corn,
wine and oil were imported as
foreign luxuries.
It must be noted herein that the
treatment meted out to Justinian
was actual1 regarded as an act of
leniency: d e general tendency of
the period was to humanize the
criminal law by substituting mutilation for capital unishment-amputation of the han B (for thefts) or
nose (fornication, etc.) being the
B zantine
most frequent form.
rulers were also given to x e practice of blinding dangerous rivals,
while magnanimously sparing then
lives.
During his exile in Cherson, Justinian kept plotting to regain his
throne. After three years he saw
his chances improving when, back
in Byzantium, Leontius was dethroned and also had his nose cut
off. Justinian escaped from Cherson into the Khazar-ruled town of
Doros in the Crimea and had a
meeting with the Kagan of the
Khazars, King Busir (or Bazir).
The Kagan must have welcomed
the opportunity of putting his fingers mto the rich le of Byzantine
d nastic policies, Por he formed an
aYliance with Justinian and ave
him his sister in marriage. h .
sister, who was baptized by thi
name of Theodora, and later duly
crowned, seemed to have been the
only--decent person in this whole
series of sordid intrigues, and to
bear genuine love for her noseless
husband (who was still only in his
early thirties).
The couple and
their band of followers were now
moved to the town of Phanagoria,
the present Taman, on the eastern
shore of the strait of Kerch, which
had a Khazar governor.
There they made preparations for
the invasion of Byzantium with the
aid of the Khazar armies which
King
Busir
had
apparently
promised. But the envoys of the
new Emperor, Tiberias III, persuaded Busir to change his mind,
by offering him a rich reward in
gold if he delivered Justinian, dead
or alive, to the Byzantines. King

Busir accordingly gave orders to
two of his henchmen, named Papatzes and Balgitres, to assassinate
his brother-in-law.
But faithful
Theodora got wind of the plot and
warned her husband. Justmian invited Papatzes and Balgitres se arately to his quarters, and strang Ped
each in turn with a cord. Then he
took ship, sailed across the Black
Sea into the Danube estuary, and
made a new alliance with a powerful Bulgar tribe. Their king, Terbolis, proved for the time being
more reliable than the Khazar Kagan, for in 704 he provided Justinian with 15$00 horsemen to attack Constantmople.
The Byzantines had, after ten years, either
forgotten the darker sides of Justinian’s former rule, or else found
their present ruler even more intolerable, for they promptly rose
against Tiberias and reinstated Justinian on the throne. The Bulgar
King was rewarded with a whole
bunch (pile) of gold coins which he
measured with his “Scythian whip”
and went home only to get mvolved in the new war against
Byzantium a few ears later. Now
isn’t history fun aft er all?
Justinian’s secolhd reign (704-711)
proved even worse than the first:
(but we know he didn’t have his
nose out of joint); “he considered
the axe, the cord and the rack as
the only instruments of royalty”.
He became mentally unbalanced,
obsessed with hatred against the
inhabitants of Cherson, where he
had spent most of the bitter ears
of his exile, and sent an exp ec!ition
against the town. Some of Cherson’s leading citizens were burnt
alive, others drowned, and many
prisoners taken, but this was not
enough to assuage Justinian’s lust
for revenge, for he sent a second
expedition with orders to raze the
city to the ground. However, this
time his troops were halted by a
mighty Khazar army; whereupon
pr;tu;an’s
representative in the
a certain
Bardanes,
changed sides and joined the Khazars. The demoralized Byzantine
expeditionar force abjured its allegiance to sustinian and elected
Bardanes as Emperor, under the
name of Philipptcus.
But since
Philippicus was in Khazar hands,
the insurgents had to pay a heavy
ransom to the Kagan to et their
new Emperor back.
Melen the
0
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expeditionary force returned to
Constantinople, Justinian and his
son were assassinated and Philippicus, greeted as a liberator, was
mstalled on the throne--only to be
deposed and blinded a couple of
years later.
There is a very sad and miserable
oint of this gory tale, dear ones.
R ow much ransom shall ye pay the
Khazars afore ‘tis over? This little
tale which seems so tedious unto
ye all is to show the influence
which the Khazars exercised over
the destinies of the East Roman
Empire--in addition to their role as
defenders of the Caucasian bulwark
against the Muslims.
BardanesPhilippicus was an emperor of the
Khazars’ just as is Henry Kissinger
in this New World Order of death
of a planet. I can assure that at
that time, and a ain today, the
Khaquan (Khazars75 were and are
practically in overall control of
Planet Earth!
NEXT, I SHALL AGAIN LAY IT
OUT FOR YOU--HOW THE
KHAZARS
BECAME
CONVERTED
TO
“JUDAISM”-AROUND AD 740.
For now, I must release my scribe
for we have a meeting tonight on
the subject of UFO’s and Hatonn
intends to attend that meeting--I am
weary of that which is going on in
thhrce;yity
*as regards my coI believe any who have
experienced m “visits” do not
question the di B erence in Hatonn’s
presence and Dharma’s. It is time
you children of Earth Shan grow
up for you are just about to spring
Fa;rap which will end all growing
I move to stand-by and I urgently
ask that you pay attention for you
are in serious trouble. Salu.
Hatonn out, please.
********

OUR NEWEST
JCIURNAIS
COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY
NAME: KHAZARS
“. . . .AND THEY WERE LIARS
FROM THE BEGINNING! ’
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatorm
#7

--

In this book Hatonn brings us up
to the minute on world events, but
more importantly he gives us the
TRUE history of the diabolical
masterminds that have led the
world into all of its major problems and most of its minor problems, for their own selfish and
greedy aims.
We are also given the actions we
MUST take if we are going to stop
these well-organized groups from
ge;tg to#gthp
final pieces of
WITHOUT
FREEDOM (the Nm
Hatonn especially stresses the history of the Khazars, Judeans and
the Jews and how the Khazars
have labeled themselves as Zionists
and Jews to deceive our planet and
to take total control of it in the
NAME OF THE ANTI-CHRIST,
d h
k
d exposing
gese gyces ‘coawn’i?es?me freedom
or all of mankind.

1’

SHROUDS OFTHE SEVENTH
,’/SEAL-THE ANTI-CHRIST
WHORE OF BABYLON
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
This book is MUST reading for
anyone who desires to know the
TRUTH about the causes of the
war in the Middle East and what
the DRASTIC
“HELL
ON
EARTH” results will be if the
peoples of the world do not put a
stop to it VERY SOON.
We are given information on the
followin
very important to ic;:
Mental fl ealth among your FJ
troops -- Is U.S. sending soldiers
to the Persian Gulf in chains? -What is Baker hidin ? -- This is
another NO-WIN W f R. -- Israel:
‘Vengeance is mine’ -- Support
our troops--get us out of the Middle East! -- Political Zionism is
born -- Weakness in Israel’s military -- Israel’s racists policies and
arms industry -- The role of Communism in Israel -- Zionists sim ly
eliminate opposition -- Doub Pes,
robotoids and replicas -- Executive
Orders and The Protocols--how
they are already controlling
our
lives today -- Blood and destruction behind the curtain of American sponsored censorship.

NETWORKING

VI ($15)

We continually receive phone calls
from those of you who are feeling
isolated in their particular area of
the country. If you are interested
in meeting others in your region
who share in the Phoenix material,
write to America West giving us
permission to network and we will
connect you with others.
CONSTITUTION KIT
For those who want to know how
they can help save our Constitution--we now are offerin
a detailed kit of information a%out our
government and the Constitution to
help in preserving our freedoms.
The kit 1s available to individuals
or groups for $8.00 per kit, or for
$20 POST PAID with RAPE OF
THE CONSTITUTION book ineluded .
THE PHOENIX
JOURNALS:
Sipapu Odyssey
And They Called His Name Immanuel, I Am Sananda
Space-Gate
Spiral To Economic Disaster
From Here To Armageddon
Survival Is Only Ten Feet From
Hell
The Rainbow Masters
AIDS, The Last Great Plague
Satan’s Drummers
Privac In a Fishbowl
Cry o? The Phoenix
Crucifixion of The Phoenix
Skeletons In The Closet
R.R.P.P.*
*Rape, Ravage, Pillage and Plunder of the Phoenix
Rape of The Constitution
You Can Sla The Dragon
The Naked PTloenix
Blood And Ashes
Firestorm In Babylon
The Mossad Connection
Creation, The Sacred Universe
Pleiades Connection, Return Of
The Phoenix Vol. I
Burnt Offerings and Bloodstained
Sands
Shrouds Of The Seventh Seal
The Bitter Communion
Counterfeit Blessings
The Phoenix Express Vol’s I & II
w>
The Phoenix Express Vol’s III &
IV ($15)
The Phoenix Express Vol’s V &
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The rice is $10 per JOURNAL
CEXZEPTING EX-PRESS) 10%
discount on orders of 4 or more.
California residents add 6% sales
tax. Add ship ing, UPS $3.25 and
$1.00 each ad x ifional or U.S. Mail
$2d5()oo; first title and $1.00 each
Write for ‘Quantity Discount.
Available from America West or
your Local Distributor.
Express is $20 per 13 --mIJES
(includin back issues for the period) or I 75 per 52 ISSUES.
Send orders and Payments to:
America West Distributors, P.O.
Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 93581.
For credit card orders Telephone 1
800 729-413 1 PLEA&
USE
ONLY FOR ORDERS (T
EXPENSE IS TOO MUCH F:i:
l+Q5 For other purposes 805 822RIGHTS OF THE 9th AMENDMENT
“The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights shall not be
construed to deny or disparage
others retained by the people.”
The people who adopted the Bill of
Rights wanted to be sure that the
Government and its employees
would be kept “inside the fence”
built around its limited powers
enumerated in the Constitution.
This amendment makes this clear.
“In questions of power, then, let
no more be said of confidence in
man, but bind him down from mischief by the chains of the Constitution. ’ -Thomas Jefferson
The RIGHTS from thienCREtTC9):
are encompassed
amendment.
This means
“FREEDOM
OF
CHOICE”, the right to choose to
do as we lease as long as we do
not harm tl e rights, life, liberty, or
property of others.
“I WAS
22:28

BORN

FREE!”

-Acts

“Nothing then is unchangeable but
tfemnzrent
and mallenable rights
. -Thomas Jefferson
#7

